Abstract-Subthreshold circuits have drawn a strong interest in recent ultralow power research. In this paper, we present a highly efficient subthreshold microprocessor targeting sensor application. It is optimized across different design stages including ISA definition, microarchitecture evaluation and circuit and implementation optimization. Our investigation concludes that microarchitectural decisions in the subthreshold regime differ significantly from that in conventional superthreshold mode. We propose a new general-purpose sensor processor architecture, which we call the Subliminal Processor. On the circuit side, subthreshold operation is known to exhibit an optimal energy point ( min ). However, propagation delay also becomes more sensitive to process variation and can reduce the energy scaling gain. We conduct thorough analysis on how supply voltage and operating frequency impact energy efficiency in a statistical context. With careful library cell selection and robust static RAM design, the Subliminal Processor operates correctly down to 200 mV in a 0.13-m technology, which is sufficiently low to operate at min .
I. INTRODUCTION

R
APID advances in digital circuit design has enabled a number of applications requiring complex sensor networks. This application space ranges widely from environmental sensing [1] [2] to structural monitoring [3] to supply chain management [4] . Highly integrated sensor network platforms [5] would combine MEMS sensing capabilities with digital processing and storage hardware, a low power radio, and an on-chip battery in a volume on the order of 1 mm . The design of energy-efficient data processing and storage elements is therefore paramount.
Voltage scaling into the subthreshold regime has recently been shown to be an extremely effective technique for achieving minimum energy. In previous work [10] , we demonstrated the existence of a minimum energy voltage , where CMOS logic reaches maximum energy efficiency per operation. This occurs when leakage energy and dynamic energy are comparable [11] . Fig. 1 shows the simulated energy consumption of a chain of 50 inverters as a function of supply voltage in 0.13-m technology. A single transition is used as a stimulus and energy is measured over the time period necessary to propagate the transition through the chain. The dynamic energy component reduces quadratically while the leakage energy increases with voltage scaling. This effect creates a minimum energy point (referred to as ) that lies at 200 mV for the simulated inverter chain. Scaling the supply voltage below ceases to reduce energy per operation due to the exponential increase of circuit delay with , which causes leakage to dominate total energy consumption. Operating in the subthreshold regime clearly has its benefits, but there has been very little work to investigate the design of general-purpose processors in this region. In this study, we study the architecture-and circuit-level implications of subthreshold design.
We begin by exploring architecture-level energy optimization for low-to mid-performance sensor network processing applications. We examine 21 different microarchitectures with varied datapath widths, degrees of pipelining, prefetching capability, and with different register and memory architectures. Interestingly, we find that many of the area-and performance-optimal designs at subthreshold voltages are not ideal at superthreshold voltages. To further explore energy efficiency and performance at subthreshold voltages, we implemented the most energy-efficient sensor platform (which we call the Subliminal Processor) [12] in a 0.13-m technology. In the subthreshold region, variability becomes a serious concern, so we dedicate much of this study to discussing the implications of variability and discuss how circuit design must accommodate this increased variation. Measurements of the Subliminal Processor demonstrate that our implementation attains a maximum energy efficiency of 2.6 pJ/instruction at 360 mV, with an operating frequency of 833 kHz. We use both simulated and measured data to examine the implications of process variation. We find that dynamic scaling to fight variability is less important than dynamic frequency scaling in subthreshold circuits. We use both simulations and silicon measurements to show that dynamic frequency scaling at a fixed supply voltage set to the nominal value of should be used to minimize energy variability. Several subthreshold circuits [13] - [16] , [32] have been presented recently. However, this paper presents a general-purpose sensor processor specifically optimized for energy-efficient subthreshold operation. With our optimization, the minimum energy voltage is achieved at 360 mV (compared to 500 mV in [32] ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our sensor networking applications, representative data streams, and then makes a case for why sensor network processors should employ subthreshold-voltage circuit implementations. Section III highlights the architecture-level optimizations at ultralow voltages. Section IV discusses the implications of variability and describes the circuit-level implementation, which is aimed at energy-efficient subthreshold operation. Measurement results of the implemented prototype are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions and gives insights for future sensor network processor designs. Preliminary findings related to this study were first presented in [6] , [12] , including some of the figures.
II. SENSOR NETWORK PROCESSING
To effectively gauge the processing and energy demands of sensor network processors, we must first assemble a sensor network processing benchmark collection and examine each processor's performance under a variety of sensor processing data streams. Table I [9] , [17] , [18] lists the sensor network processing benchmarks we examine in this study. The applications are divided into three categories: communication algorithms, computational processing, and sensing algorithms. These programs represent a broad slice of the types of applications one could expect to see on an ultralow energy sensor network processor platform. Note that the last column numbers are static code size in terms of nibbles. Most of these applications contain loops and their dynamic instruction count is much higher.
Sensor network platforms evaluate environmental information in real time, by reading, processing, compressing, storing, and eventually transmitting the information to interested parties. To better understand the computational demands of a real-time sensor network platform, we collected the data processing rates of a variety of phenomena, which encompass a wide range of associated sample rates (in Hertz, samples per second) [23] . We categorize these applications into low-, mid-, and high-bandwidth rates, which reflect sample rates of less than 100 Hz, 100 Hz-1 kHz, and greater than 1 kHz, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of four commercial embedded processors, in addition to one energy-efficient sensor network processor design proposed in this paper at three different voltages. Each of the processors are implemented in a 0.13-m process. For each processor, we show the xRT rating, which is computed via simulation by determining how many times faster than real time the processor can handle the worst-case data stream rate on the most computationally intensive sensor benchmark. For example, the ARM720T at 1.2 V with a 100-MHz clock is able to process worst-case mid-bandwidth data 2965 times faster than real-time data rates. A few of the high-bandwidth sensor applications can be served by the commercial ARM processors, while the highest bandwidth A/D sample rate greatly exceeds the computation capability of even the most competent embedded processors. Consequently, we restrict our studies in this paper to the lesser demands of the low-and mid-bandwidth sensor network applications. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the low-and mid-bandwidth sensor processing applications have computational demands that are well below those delivered by the commercial ARM processors. The same is true for the energy-efficient proposed design at full voltage (1.2 V) and 114 MHz. This design services the mid-bandwidth applications at more than 2253 times the required worst-case processing requirement.
We can reduce the energy demands of these applications by reducing the frequency of the processor, which in turn accommodates reductions in the voltage. As voltage is lowered, energy demands will decrease quadratically. However, even the lowest superthreshold voltages still deliver too much performance. The energy-efficient proposed design is shown in Fig. 2 at 0.5 V and runs with a 9-MHz clock. Even this low-voltage design is capable of delivering 180 times the performance required by the low-and mid-range sensor processing applications. To further reduce energy requirements, we must consider running our sensor network processors at subthreshold voltages. The energy-efficient subthreshold design in Fig. 2 delivers more than four times the desired performance for mid-bandwidth applications at 232 mV with a 168-kHz clock.
It is noteworthy to mention that even increasing the sleep time of the processors is not helpful in reducing the energy per instruction. The run-and-sleep technique, in which the processor runs to execute a job and goes to sleep when the job is finished, reduces the overall energy consumption of a processor because it saves the energy consumed in idle state. However, in our analysis we are considering energy per instruction; hence, not including the idle energy consumption. In other words, we are making a comparison between the energy consumption of the processors during their service time, and assume they all employ some technique to save energy in idle periods.
The next section performs a detailed tradeoff study to determine which ISA and microarchitectural features are the best for reducing energy at subthreshold voltages.
III. ARCHITECTURE-LEVEL ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
Subthreshold circuit design differs from superthreshold design in that even circuits with low switching activity have a high impact on energy efficiency due to their leakage current. At subthreshold, the optimal operating voltage is determined by the balance between active and leakage energy. Higher activity rate reduces the wasteful leakage percentage per useful switching and therefore allows us to further scale down the operating voltage. However, it is essential that each switching activity contributes to useful computation and not just spurious switching, which would unnecessarily increase dynamic energy.
Hence, processors with simple control complexity are advantageous since they typically result in compact circuits with high activity rate and a low leakage/dynamic current ratio which in turn yields a low and low overall energy consumption. At the same time, however, the required code size must be minimized to reduce leakage in the memory array. We examined this tradeoff between instruction set expressiveness (which leads to compact code size) and control logic complexity and found that in general, a decrease in code size outweighs the increase in control logic complexity in terms of energy efficiency in subthreshold operation. Therefore, we choose a CISC ISA as the focus of our study for higher code density and smaller memory requirement.
Table II summarizes our sensor network processor instruction set. The table lists the instruction mnemonic, a short description of the instruction, and its size in nibbles. Our instruction set is a simple 32/16/8-bit single-operand ISA. The instruction set contains two register banks: a 4-entry 32-bit integer register file and a 4-entry 16-bit pointer register file. The pointer registers hold memory addresses, so the architecture can address up to 64 kB of storage. All computational instructions are of the form where operand is either: 1) a general-purpose register operand; 2) a pointer register which specifies a value in memory; 3) a direct 6-bit memory address; or 4) a 2-bit signed immediate value. Fig. 3 illustrates the tradeoff between ISA expressiveness (which results in a smaller code size) and increased control logic complexity. The PTR instructions provide efficient memory addressing by providing a compact means, in the form of pointer registers, to express addresses and efficiently implement strided accesses. Eliminating the pointer registers, while reducing control complexity, has a significant impact on code size, increasing overall code size by 16%. Eliminating the general-purpose registers has a similar effect on code size, with little benefit to control complexity. The DW BK instruction sets both BLCK and DW specifiers. The BLCK specifier is used to take advantage of locality in absence of caches, where one can choose the working block in memory and therefore reduce the number of address bits in order to shorten the instruction. Eliminating the block specifier increases code size about 6% with a slight increase in control complexity. Finally, eliminating the ability to process 16-and 32-bit data types (implemented via the DW specifier, which determines the virtual width of the datapath) bloats code size by nearly 2.5 . This increase is due to the many additional instructions required to implement 16-and 32-bit operations (e.g., a 16-bit operation requires an 8-bit add, plus an 8-bit add-with-carry.) Removing support for multiple data widths provides little benefit to control complexity.
We investigated 18 different implementations of the CISC ISA, considering different combinations of the number of stages, the ALU width, explicit or implicit register files, and Von Neumann versus Harvard memory architectures. The implementations are shown in the Pareto plot in Fig. 4 . The designs are labeled to indicate: 1) the number of pipeline stages (1 s, 2 s, or 3 s); 2) the number of memories (v-one memory, h-I, and D memory); 3) datapath width (8 w, 16 w, or 32 w); and 4) with (_r) or without explicit registers (designs without explicit registers store register values in the memory). Designs on the curve are pareto-optimal and the designs closer to the origin are faster and more energy efficient than designs farther away. The energy numbers in Fig. 4 were based on the netlists sythesized using a low-voltage library characterized at 250 mV. We selected the minimum energy implementation, which is labeled "2 s_v_08 w" in Fig. 4 . The microarchitecture of the selected implementation, as shown in Fig. 5 , consists of two pipeline stages, a unified memory for register file, pointer file, instruction memory and data memory, an 8-bit wide ALU and a 32-bit accumulator which is the only place where instruction results are stored. The implementation and test of this processor, which we call Subliminal, will be described in the next two sections.
IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION FOR OPTIMAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In this section, we discuss the circuit implementation of the Subliminal microarchitecture described in the previous section. We begin with a focus on variability. We find, in particular, that dynamic frequency adaptivity is more important than dynamic voltage adaptivity when minimizing energy in subthreshold circuits subject to variability. We follow this discussion with a detailed description of our implementation of the Subliminal Processor.
A. Addressing Variability
Process parameter variation has become a critical concern in nanometer technologies. The impact of process variation is further exacerbated at lower operating voltages [19] - [21] . In general, process variability can be broken into two categories: random variations and systematic variations. We focus briefly on both types of variation and discuss their implications on the design of the Subliminal Processor. Simulated ON-current variation due to random process variations is shown in Fig. 6 for a 0.3-m-wide n-type MOS (NMOS) in a 0.13-m technology. We model and variations since these are most important in a subthreshold device. Note that ON-current variation increases from at to 75% at for the simulated device. Also note that variation, which is largely caused by random dopant fluctuations (RDFs), becomes the dominant source of variability at low voltage [22] . Due to its uncorrelated nature, RDF averages out over the length of a path making shallow pipelines with a large number of gates per stage advantageous, as shown in Fig. 7 for inverter chains of different lengths. Hence, a two-Stage pipeline implementation is attractive for the processor, which shows a 19% reduction in of delay variation compared to a design with 10 gate delays per pipeline stage. The "2-Stage" and "3-Stage" corresponds to the "2 s" and "3 s" designs in the Fig. 4 .
The long datapath is the result of both compact code size (more complex control) and subthreshold operation. In order to fully utilize the subthreshold energy, the memory array needs to be designed differently, as shown in Fig. 10 . Traditional 6-T static RAM (SRAM) would not work near the threshold voltage.
We could pipeline the design more heavily, but the memory speed would not be sufficient, leaving the faster core waiting for memory data.
While averaging helps minimize the effects of random variation, systematic variation in both and remains a significant challenge. Due to the exponential dependence of ON-current on , even small fluctuations in necessitate enormous design margins to meet delay and energy yields. Dynamic frequency and adaptivity have been proposed as solutions (usually as a single solution) to systematic process and runtime variations [15] , but both techniques require significant hardware overhead. The determination of , for example, has been shown to require special energy measurement circuits and additional design complexity [29] , [30] .
To evaluate the effectiveness of dynamic and frequency adaptivity in subthreshold circuits, we consider a nominal system operating at the energy optimal , , with the clock period, , set to the minimum possible value, . Due to process variations, each particular die will have values for and that are different from this nominal case. We are interested in determining whether it is useful to select unique values for and for each die using dynamic correction or to simply use a single set of values with sufficient margin to guarantee correct operation with reasonable energy consumption across all dies.
Before quantifying the sensitivity of energy consumption to fluctuations in and , we run Monte Carlo simulations (1000 trials) on a chain of 30 inverters with switching activity . Fig. 8(a) shows that for the inverter chain is tightly distributed, with . Fig. 8(b) shows the delay distribution for the same inverter chain with the supply voltage fixed at 265 mV, which is the mean of the distribution. The delay distribution is much wider, with . The wide distribution of is not surprising given the exponential dependence of delay on . The delay distribution of subthreshold circuit has a longer tail, which can be modeled with a lognormal probability density function (pdf) [22] .
Even though the raw sensitivity of energy to is, in general, greater than the sensitivity to , the data in Fig. 8 suggest that variations are actually a much greater concern than variations in subthreshold circuits. For example, the energy consumption in the inverter chain increases by only 13% when is increased from 265 to 290 mV [the 99% confidence point in Fig. 8(a) ]. Increasing the delay from 393 to 718 ns [the 99% confidence point observed in Fig. 8(b) ] results in a much larger energy increase of 29%. These sensitivities suggest that it is more important to control delay than supply voltage when minimizing energy in subthreshold circuits.
We investigate this observation further by performing Monte Carlo simulations for four cases: 1) and for each die; 2) for each die, but for all die is fixed to 265 mV, the mean of the distribution; 3) is again fixed to the mean of the distribution for all die but is also fixed to the maximum value, which we choose to be the 99% confidence point of the delay distribution across all dies; and 4) and is again set to the 99% confidence point. The distribution for case 2 is nearly identical to the distribution for case 1. However, the mean energies observed in cases 3 and 4 are more than 30% larger than the mean energy for case 2. It is clear from Fig. 9 that the individual tuning of delay (frequency) is much more effective for minimizing energy than individual tuning of . While this observation is not surprising when we consider the very large range in delay observed in Fig. 8(b) , it has important implications on system design. Rather than focusing on finding the optimal value for for all dies, subthreshold circuit designers should focus on adaptive frequency scaling. In the subsequent sections, we use hardware measurements to confirm the conclusions made in this section.
B. Implementation Details
In addition to variability, subthreshold design is complicated by several other factors that merit careful attention. We touch on these issues and describe the relevant design implementation details in this section.
General logic for the 8-bit Subliminal Processor was synthesized using a traditional standard cell-based design flow. For maximum robustness, all gates with more than two fan-ins as well as all pass-transistor logic gates were eliminated from the library, and the library was recharacterized at subthreshold voltages using a custom characterization tool. Simulation shows that a processor synthesized with this dedicated subthreshold library is 9% faster at subthreshold voltage than one with a typical commercial standard cell library, although both have the same performance at full . This is caused by the different scaling of cell delays with . More specifically, a 20% change in the ratio between 1.2 V and 250 mV caused an 18% change in the NAND/NOR cell delay ratio.
The 2 kb memory was implemented using a custom muxbased array structure [14] , as shown in Fig. 10 . Register file, instruction/data memory are physically one unified SRAM, where the implicit register file is mapped using special address. While this memory structure is area inefficient, it is extremely robust. Measurements show that the memory is functional with as low as 200 mV, which is much lower than for the entire processor. Hence, reducing the minimum functional voltage further is unnecessary. The test harness supports a scan interface to all processor states including the memory and the registers. The scan interface at low voltage is controlled by a robust high-voltage conventional memory with level shifters in between. A dedicated testing environment has been written to load the instruction memory and register as well as to read out the data memory. A special level converter was implemented to convert the 200 mV signals to 1.2 V using four differential subconverter stages as shown in Fig. 11 . The subconverter stages convert to 300, 400, 600 mV, and 1.2 V, respectively. In order to suppress process variability and improve robustness, the first two subconverter stages were increased in size and had body bias control to compensate for global -ratio shift, if needed. Fig. 12 shows the die photograph of the core and the memory in the test chip. The test chip was fabricated in an industrial 0.13-m CMOS process with eight layers of metal. The area of the processor core is 29817 m and the area of the memory is 55205 m . The next section presents measurements of the test chip.
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the silicon measurements including operating frequency, optimal energy voltage and energy consumption. The statistical energy measurements confirm our analysis and observation in Section IV-A. Finally, we illustrate how different applications affect the processor energy efficiency as well as temperature impact on speed. Fig. 13 shows the maximum operating frequency as a function of supply voltage measured across four chips. As expected, we observe an exponential relationship between and operating frequency. The operating frequency drops rapidly in the subthreshold region where becomes less than the threshold voltage ( 400 mV).
In Fig. 14 , we plot the measured change in energy consumption per instruction with supply voltage for one measured die. Note that the is still determined by total energy consumption while the processor is executing instructions although total energy is dominated by leakage at very low voltage and speed. The leakage energy increases rapidly as the operating voltage drops below the threshold voltage of 400 mV. The minimum energy occurs at 360 mV, where active energy (including short circuit current) and leakage have equal and opposite sensitivity to supply voltage, and leakage energy is 33% of the total energy. The nonmonotonic results comes from the operating frequency measurement, which is not perfectly exponential with in the subthreshold region. In order to understand the relative contribution of different components, we have broken down the energy consumption between the core and the memory in Fig. 15 . We still use energy/ inst as our metric to be consistent with Fig. 14 . Minimum energy operating voltage, for the core is found to be 280 mV while that for the memory is much higher at 400 mV. This is attributable to the fact that the switching activity in the memory is considerably lower as compared to that of the core, thereby increasing the percentage of leakage energy to the total energy in the memory. On the other hand, a much higher switching activity in the core shifts its to a lower value. It is also important to note that the minimum energy for the memory, is almost twice that of the core, . This shows that the core design is energy efficient but the overall system is limited by memory design. Recent work in the design of robust, energy-efficient subthreshold memories is promising for use in the Subliminal Processor [24] - [27] . Additionally, since the core and the memory have different optimal operating points , it may be beneficial to design a system with separate supply and threshold voltages for the core and the memory [28] . Separate supply and threshold voltages would allow the core and the memory to operate at their respective most energy-efficient points, thereby resulting in additional energy savings.
In Fig. 16 , we show the measured operating frequency distribution of 26 chips at three voltages: 260, 400, and 600 mV. Table III shows the corresponding values which range from 29.6% to 85.5%. This variation is 2.63 lower compared to the variation of individual devices, as discussed earlier in Fig. 6 , and is due in part to the high logic depth in the Subliminal Processor.
Figs. 17 and 18 show the and distributions of the Subliminal Processor over 26 measured chips. The ranges from 340 to 420 mV, with a mean and standard deviation of 378 and 21.4 mV, respectively ( is 22.8%). The per instruction ranges from 2.6 pJ/instruction to 3.4 pJ with a mean of 3.0 pJ and standard deviation of 0.170 pJ ( is 16.99%). However, to obtain this minimum energy operation, each die must operate at its individual and operation frequency which requires adaptive frequency and voltage tuning of each die, as discussed in Section IV-A. Recall from Fig. 9 that the energy distributions remains nearly optimal when is fixed across all dies while clock period is selected individually for each die. This is confirmed in Fig. 18 , which shows the energy distribution when all dies operate at a the minimum delay and a fixed equal to . The resulting mean energy (a 6% increase) and standard deviation (a 23% increase) are nearly the same as the original distribution. Fig. 18 also shows the energy distribution when all dies are operated at a fixed, worst-case frequency as well as a fixed . In this case, (a 24% increase) and (a 66% increase), a much more significant increase as compared to the original distribution. This confirms our earlier observation that adaptive voltage tuning is only marginally beneficial for maximum energy efficiency in subthreshold operation. Rather, more significant energy savings are obtained by applying adaptive frequency tuning in subthreshold design.
The energy consumption of the Subliminal Processor for four different sensor application programs is shown in Fig. 19 . The variation in their individual energy demands was reduced in subthreshold operation due to the increased contribution of application-independent leakage current at lower operating voltages.
Furthermore, the applications showed nearly identical for all the applications, reinforcing the earlier finding that dynamic adjustment of from die-to-die or during operation is only marginally useful. Fig. 20 shows the frequency-temperature plot for two different supply voltages. As expected, the sensitivity of frequency to temperature is appreciable in subthreshold region [31] . Measured sensitivity was found to be C at an operating voltage of 300 mV.
The Subliminal Processor was validated to be fully functional in the range of 1.2 V to 200 mV. The processor consumes 0.85 pJ/instruction at 0.04 MIPS and 1.2 pJ at 0.5 MIPS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined the landscape of energy optimization for sensor processors. We demonstrated that subthreshold-voltage circuit design is a compelling technique for energy-efficient sensor network processing. Based on the architecture-and circuit-level optimizations, we proposed the Subliminal Processor, a general-purpose sensor processor optimized for energy-efficient operation in subthreshold regimes. The Subliminal Processor is fully functional from a nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V down to 200 mV. Silicon measurements demonstrate that the processor attains the maximum energy efficiency of 2.6 pJ/instruction at 360 mV, operating at a frequency of 833 kHz. We also analyzed the variation in frequency and optimal voltage across different chips and found that the tuning of operating frequency is far more important in subthreshold voltage than is the tuning of supply voltage. The submitted study presents a more detailed literature review of subthreshold design. The study provides a detailed discussion on the circuit implementation, variability-related issues in subthreshold design and measurement results. The study also includes more measurement results on the implemented prototype that were not previously published. He is currently a research fellow in electrical engineering with the University of Michigan. His research interests include low voltage circuit design for ultra-low energy applications, variation tolerant circuit design, and energy efficient high performance circuit design.
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